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1. INTRODUCTIOH

Exterior differential calculus has been devised as

a means to compactify notation and reduce most of the expres-

sions of tensorial calculus to their essentials. Although at

first used to discuss local aspects, it has soon grown into an

essential tool in uncovering global properties. Using the lan-

guage of differential forms became a matter of necessity for

theoreticians working in many branches of Physics. On the other

hand, functional techniques and the closely related variational

methods belong to the common lore since long but an exterior

functional calculus seems to be missing.

Our objective here is to introduce an exterior va-

riational calculus in perfect analogy to the differential cal-

culus on.finite dimensional manifolds. Previous attempts in this

direction (Santilli 1977) have established common points between

variational and exterior calculus but some important remaining

differences (Anderson aud Duchamp 1980) hindered the use of the

full power and transparency of the method. The calculus pres-

ented below is a complete analogue to exterior differential cal-

culus. Although it may have a sound mathematical basis , it will

be introduced here in a purely descriptive way, as a practical

device leading quickly to results. Zn a rather diffuse way ,

pieces of it have been applied in the study of some specific

problems, such as the BRS symmetry (Stora 1984; Zumino.Wu and

Zee 1984; Faddeev and Shatashvilli 1984) and anomalies ( Bonora

and Cotta-Ramusino 1983), but its scope is far more general .

We know of no work showing its unifying power and full generality.
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This paper is concerned only with local aspects. It

is our hop* that, just as it happened to differential forms on fi-

nite dimensional manifolds, functional forms come.to be of great help in

the search- of global functional characteristics. He do not recall

here the results of differential calculus. He state those which

axe necessary directly in terms of functional forms, as they are

the same. The first basic ideas are presented in S 2. The inverse

problem of variation*! calculus is broached in S 3, in which the

non-existence of Langrangians for the Navier-Stokes and the

Korteweg-de Vries equations is demonstrated in a few lines. The

ensuing paragraph shows how to obtain Lagrangians in a systematic

way, with examples for non-linear and non-polynomial cases. Ap-

plications to gauge theories, including the Hess-Sumino consis-

tency condition asd the BUS symmetry are made in S 5. He finish

with a short discussion of some questions involving chiral

fields.
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U t us eonaidar a aat of fialda <f »(«f Jf?..., «fN) ,

which we will suppose to ba defined on the epacetime M to fix

tha ideas, although what follows ia raadily adaptable to fialda

dafined on other manifold* (we shall, for instance, discuss the

Naviar-Stokea equation in euclidean 3-diaensional space). Each

kind of field defines a bundle with N aa base apace and we shall

take local coordinates (xt*, U>*) on the bundle. The baaic idea

ia to use the x's and the vf's as independent coordinates (An-

derson and Ouchaaip 1980). Zf £C*f2 *• • Lagrangian density,

its total variation under email changes of these coordinates

will be

Here, if • corresponds to the purely functional variation of

u *. In the apirit of field theory, we shall furthermore sup-

pose no explicit dependence of Í. on x ^ so that

Of course, for the part concerned with variation in spacatime

(i.a, in the arguments of the fields),

«O

This is preciaely one of the results of exterior calculus we

wish to extend to the ^ -space. It is natural for the
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£ operator;

••re o«f * rs &fb i s th* antisyasMtrization of the product
&«f * 6<fb , juat th* exterior product of th* differ-

entials of th* coordinates f *. In order to enforce the
boundary-has-no-boundary property for the total variation, 'we

s O <*•«>

• a t

so that (2.4) requires

f ^ tx
(2.5)

The aaticossmtation of o and d implies the ooasiutation

of ti»e respective derivatives. This is no novelty, of course, as

it happens normally in differential calculus when we separate the

«anifold into two subspaces. In Ninkowski space tine, for

example, the anticoaawtation in (2.4) appears if we define

d » dx^x + eW ̂ » and ©- d2«^ +• at d̂  . The

coaamtation of iroaawn and functional derivatives ia an usual

practice in variations 1 calculus. The total variation does not

commit* with apacetiaw transformations.
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(2.0

but the purely functional variation does. ir* shall from now on

consider only purely functional variation* and take on* more step

towards a complete analogy with «xtarior calculus. We hava bean

using Einstein's convention of summing ovar repeated indices

A, a, etc., In field theories, the spacetime variables x-(x*1 have

just the sane labelling role of such discrete indices. He shall

suppose an implicit integration over then. Zt should be kept in

mind that in nonlocal expressions (such aa, for instance, G(x,y)

J(x)J(y) ) the summation is to be made separately on repeated

"indices". .Xhe .implicit integration and (2.5) justify the

usual procedures of naive variational calculus. So, the practice

of "taking variations (in reality, functional derivatives and not

differentials) inside the common derivatives" which, allied to an

indiscriminate use of integration by parts, lends a great sim-

plicity to all calculations. In reality, this practice is far

from innocent* for it to work the involved derivatives must have

a very definite meaning, discussed in the next paragraph. Let us

consider again

(2'7'

In analogy to usual 1-forms, 2-for»», etc, of exterior calculus,

we shall call 1-Forms, 2-Forms, etc, the corresponding functio-

nal differentials. The derivative appearing in oJL is the



Kuler-Lagrange operator related to £- . It is mor* interes-

ting to consider the 1-Form & t- itself a« tha antity

whose vanishing for arbitrary «^ * fixes tha field equations,

so that tta language of differential fora» can be applied. The

subspace of solutions is characterised by o£-» 0, that is,

JL is a closed O-For» on the subspace. We could however start

directly fro* the 1-Fora whose vanishing fixes the field equa-

tions, say

£ = £ <-.««- (2.8)

which we shall call tha Ruler rom of tha equations. The point

we wish to sake is tha following] in (2.7), Ba- | ^ , but

there ara aquations of physical interest which .do not cone fro»

a Lagrangian density in terms of the fundamental physical

fields involved. The Havier-Stokes aquation is tha bast known

example (Atherton and Homsy 1975) but there are others.
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3.THE EXISTENCE Of

The question of the existence of a local Lagrangian

can be put in a vary simple way in the abov* language! given a

1-Form E, is there a O-Porm X. such that E - & JL ?

Or, is E locally an exact 1-Forai ? The answer, in the case of

differential forms, is given by the inverse Poincari lemmai for

a form to be locally exact, it is necessary and sufficient that

it be closed. If we impose an analogous condition on E,

we have

£1* , sEp (3-X)

Here , the question imposes itselfi what is the sense of these

derivatives ? He have stated the practical way to calculate them,

taking derivatives naively with respect to the fields and com-

mitting these operations freely with the spacetime derivatives .

This will sometimes leave vacant derivatives, as in

£ ^ ( V t * ) ' k* ̂ /~ * but there is no trouble if we accept oper-

ators as cofficients in our Forms. The reader will have guessed

that -the Lagrangi»n derivative

will do the job above, but the answer to the question is more

general t taking the differentials in the above naive way
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corresponds. for all practical purposes, to taking the Frochet

differentials along the increments £ ^ a - When applied to

O-Forms , the Fréchet derivative coincides with the Lagrangian

derivative, but it works also for higher order Forms. The Fré-

chet differential of a functional FCfl > «t a point ^ <x)

of the functional space and along a direction V) (x) in the same

space is defined by

'fc- Ct*»<*fl- PC^l - «t P f ^ e ^ l (3.2)

It is a linear operator on In (x), and r \\j " O is a

linearised version of the equation PC*£] « 0 . What we were

saying above is that

The Helmholtz-Vainberg condition (Vainberg 1964) for the exis-

tence of a local Lagrangian is that, in a ball around <l in the

functional space.

(3'4)

for any two increments £(,*) , Vt(x) , This is equivalent to

condition (3.1) and becomes simply a consequence of & » 0. The

only new thing in the functional forns is that, as already said,

their coefficients in a "coframe" J &<"P*"J may b e operators,

in reality acting on the first el0a to the right. To unders-

tand the advantage in considering operatorial coefficients, it
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is batter for once to write the integration explicitly. Take the

case of free scalar fields, for which the Euler Form will be

Its differential ia

The operator acts in reality on the Oirac delta but can always

be thought of, in the compact notation, as acting on (say) the

first 6«fa. . Alternatively, the vanishing of the O tem

may be seen, after integration by parts, as 6(0^Sf*)/»S(K<fa) - 0,

which tells us that properties like fif *-* fc«f* »o can be ex-

tended 'to the larger space containing also the field derivatives

as variables. Consequently, considering operator coefficients

avoids the explicit use of jet bundles (Anderson and Ouchamp I960)

which variational calculus is forced to employ. Notice that, in

the example above, -^S- = ^Ij> - 5 ( Q + w,*)

is a symmetric coefficient satisfying the Helmholtz-Vainberg

requiriment. Notice furthermore that, already in the simple

manipulations above, a metric was implicitly used: if we have

taken Vi?a as the fundamental fields, we must be able to low-

er and raise indices in order to give the contracted expression
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an invariant meaning. This ia tru* Cor any system of aquations

involving multiple fields. Whan a physical systm is described

toy a set oC two or sore equations, there is an obvious ambiguity

in writing the Suler Form, as multiplying each equation by some

factor would lead to an equivalent set. Such a freedom can be

need to choose an exact Buler Form. For the free Dirac electron

fuld, for example, the relative minus sign in

is essential, aecall furthermore that, in a Lagrangian theory,

the equation for a certain field comes always from a variation

with respect to its conjugate field and this is reflected in

the Suler Forms the equation expression for a field appears as

the coefficient along the variation along the conjugate field .

For the complex scalar field.

= -[(a

where the global sign has been chosen so that the Lagrangian

takes the usual fora I s - <f*(O +***)^f .To check that

£ B - O for (3.5) and (3.C) it is important to use for the

variations the same rule valid for differential forms.

p being the degree of the Form ».
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Let us look at the notorious case of the Mavier-Stoke*

equation,

; ~ r (3.7)

which, together with

(3.8,

describes thm behaviour of an incompressible viscous fluid. To begin

with, we remark that the physical fields of interest are the three

velocity components v* and the pressure p. The pressure is

an obvious candidate for the Lagrange multiplier of the ineom-

pressibility condition (3.8), so that we write the Euler Form as

(3.9)

with the relative sign already conveniently chosen. A direct

calculation gives

(3.10)

In this way the "offending" non-Lagrangian term ( Finlayson 1972)

can be immediately identified as fiV'V)^ ' ,

Another example of interest is the Xorteweg-de Vries
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equation, for which the Euler Form is

«3.11)

the indicas indicating derivatives with respect to t and x. That

no Lagrangian exists «ay be seen from the simple consideration of

the first term in &E. &JM. A OAJL .It is nonvanishing and

cannot be compensated by any contribution coming from the other

terms. He want to use this example, however, to stress another

important point. In (3.11) the fundamental physical field is

supposed to be u. In terms of u, no Lagrangian exists. Never-

theless, a ttagrangian does exist in terms of VÇ if we put

u » f, «as B becomes the closed Form

E - Í 0 + I? 4> +<f \8<f (3.12)

That • Lagrangian can be found by some smart change of variable

is of no great help when the fundamental physical field is fixed

a priori (as in quantum field theory).



4. FINDING LAGRANGIANS

Differential forms have a vary convaniant local expres-

sion which embodies a mora complete version of the Poincaré in-

verse lemma (Warner 1983; Lovelock and Rund 197S; Nash and San

1983). We shall hara stata it alraady adapted to Forms. Let us

begin by dafining th« operation T • on the p-Form Z .If

than TZ is the (p-l)-Form givan by

T is sometimes called "homotopy operator" because a homotopy

^tat^+ll-t^0 is involved in the intagration.

In (4.2), To " ° **•• supposad. So, two things ara assumed t(i)

the spaca of tha f 'a contains a zaro fiald (ii) every <f) can

be joinad to it by tha straight Una fc = t 0 . This swans

that the f -space is supposed to be starshaped around zero

(although this can be extended to convex spaces). Not every space

of fields satisfies these requerements. The space of metrics used

in General Relativity includes no zero. Chiral fields having

values on a Lie group have no zero element and their spaces ars in

general not starshaped. For such cases the use of (4.2) is far

from immediate, the equations needing to be rewritten beforehand

in terms of convenient "affine" fields.
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The important local result we have announced says

that, under the above conditions, Z can always be written

as

2=

As a consequence, a closed X will be locally Z >&TZ

for a closed Buler For» E, this gives immediately the Lagrangian

J^ » TE , (4.21 reducing to Vainberg's homotopy formula

(Atnerton and Homsy 1975» Finlayson 1972). Eq. (4.3) allows a

systematic identification of those pieces of a given E which are

Lagrangian and those which are not . This was done directly for

(3.9) but (4.3) «ay be vary useful in more complicated cases. No

term in (3.11) is Lagrangian, as there

TSE-E

âT8 = O . (4.4)

If the first termini 3.9 ) i s dropped and (4.2) is applied

to the remaining, the Belmholts-Korteweg Lagrangian

comes out immediately. The same is true of (3.12) for which

( 4 ' 6 )

Suppose that, once some Euler Form i s written as a
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closed E = E ^ W * " , on* verifies that (i) E a is purely

polynomial in the fields and their derivatives (ii) the fields

V0 * belong to an affine space, so that any value *f* can be

connected to zero by the "straight line" ( "t -f^) (star- shaped

condition). Under these conditions a Lagrangian is simply

obtained by (i) replacing fcvf* by If* and (ii) dividing

each term in the resulting polynomial by the number of fields

(and/or their derivatives) which appear. It should not be thought,

however, that (4.2) is restricted to such polynominal cases. A

simple example of non-polynominal theory is Born-Infeld electro-

dynamics (Born and Infeld 1934). With F ^ : à A , - à y A ^ and

F = f>v F **V # its Euler Form is

(4.7)

In this case.

which, after integration and a convenient antisymmetrization ,

gives the Lagrangian

£-. i F " ^ - 1] (4.8)

It is sometimes possible, by a clever picking up of

terms, to exhibit the Euler Form directly as an exact Form,

showing the existence and finding the Lagrangian at the same

time. Take for Einstein's equations the Euler Form
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(4.9T)

where we have Included the cosMOlogical constant /\ . w« can

recognise S\CJ = "*(«)^J 3j»< € * i» the second term and

U.fanitz 1975)to b* th« total darivativ* of a vector field, so

that

E=

K M Hilbert-Kinsteln Lagrangian coaws oat directly. The factor

{IT* is to be expected in (4.9) if we recall the implicit

integration in all the Fonts. It plays the role of an inte-

grating factor, as X would be neither invariant nor closed in

its absence.
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5 . GAUGE FIELDS

The Euler For» for sourceless .gauge fields is

Tha coefficient, whose vanishing gives the Yang-NilIs equations,

is the covariant derivative of the curvature F of the connection

A in this saste connection. Bach component A £ *•• a vari-

able labelled by the double index (o-,)*) «ad -£% c are the

structure constants of the gauge group. Taking the differential,

.e-- (ifSF%Vf

The last ter» vanishes if we use the complete antisysaetry of

£%<. x the coefficient becosws sv*swtric under the change

) • Integrating by parts the first

F;

Oaing again the complete antisysMetry (or cyclic sysaMtry, of

h c , changing dussiy indices and antisysantrising con-

veniently in ()*»"*") »

fa ~
tera, we arrive at

The cyclic syasMtry used above holds for semisiaple groups, for

which an invariant »etrie«the Cartan-Killing fora) is well

defined on the group. j
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We have been using such a metric to raise and lower indices since

eq.(5.1). That no Lagrangian exists in the nonsemisimple case

tuts been shown in the particular case of the Poincarê group

(Aldrovandi and Pereira 1986 land in the general case(Aldrovandi and

Pereira 1985» by using the Helmhols-Vainberg theorem. If we sup-

pose naively that some metric exists and avoid the use of the

cyclic symmetry, we find

<5.4)

Tfce vanishing of b b for arbitary O A _ S entails the

complete antisymmetry of the •} toc S

Xn the semisimple case, one can then use (4.2) to

obtain directly the Lagrangian in the form

The space £ of the A's is starshaped (Singer 1981),so that

the integration to get X. is straightforward, X. being valid

globally in £ •• iar *s n o subsidiary condition is imposed

Of course this is not the physical space, which is far more

complicated ( Nu and See 1985 ). Given the "large group" C. ,

the infinite group formed by all gauge transformations on

spacetime , the physical apace is formed by the gauge

inequivalent points of 21 • the quotient space í IG* It

is an infinite dimensional Riemannian space (Singer 1981), on

which we shall only make some simple local considerations here .

Variations on 2> may be locally decomposed into a part along C.
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and a part "orthogonal" to it:

C ' »ç̂  — w ' V "̂  13.OI

The part o parallel to Q-is a gauge transformation. Defined

on C there are entities which act as representatives of the

geometrical entities defined on the gauge group G. Such repre-

sentatives are however dependent on the point in spacetime . Por

instance, group parameters >1 * , in terms of which an element

of G is written g - exp J >J* la r in- some representation gener-

ated by Ta , become fields W^ix). The canonical Maurar -

Cartan forms UU* in the adjoint representation, satisfying

duj •+ U / A W ; with u> s ̂ J*" TQ. ' become likewise fields

OJ (X) . The important novelty is that W , which is a

1-form on G, is represented by VJ (x) which is a 1-Form onCLlf

d is the differential operator on G , then Vo* ^^Q . The

differential functional operator on C. being O , then

twV,»)'- 4 (*) o Q(x) . This is enough to ensure that lO(x)

satisfies a functional version of the Maurer-Cartan equation,

,5.7a,

or

b ( w = : - i ( v,c
 w ^ • (5.7b)

we use the components ^ and the matrix '^iL* wtJ v •1&)= ^

where more convenient.
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Th* point we visit to stress is that the jr auge subsidiary

conditions are 1- Foxw «long the large group.Take for simplicity

U M one-diMnsional abelian case of elactromgnetism, for which

the Maxwell Baler For* is

(5.8)

S V and *V- ? &>l for
paraoMter field 1̂ , an integration by parts shows that

contribution along <^vanishes, so that

».»»

iArents gauge condition is specified by the 1-Fora

Iha complete Euler Fora governing electronagnetisii in the Lorents

gauge is consequently -

(S.ll)

The expression (5.10) for B deserves a few cements. The role

of •*) here is reminiscent of that of the pressure in (3.9). H

is an exact for* only along GL- so that we cannot really say that

T H = "^/l^lt^/*) ia * I*gr*ngi«n "» *»• «»««1 sense.

The above considerations can be transposed without

•men ado to the non-abelian case. In (5.1) ,^a.~ ° "» •* <f ̂ a ~
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" " ^ Io."*" «• • *9*in the contribution along

the group May be seen to vanish. Tiw Lorents Forsi is now

Supposing a convenient normalisation for the Cartan-Killing

Mtrie we have been using implicitly, the total Buler For» may

be written

Notice' that we have above used, for the sector along

u* a "holonomic"(or coordinate)basis \$\ j • composed of

exact forms, we could likewise have used a non-holonomic basis.

With usual forms the choise of basis is in general dictated by

the symmetry of the problem. For 1-Forms along C, a very convenient

basis is formed by the Maurer-Cartan Forms {.^ j * O n th*

space 2 r such forms are dual to the fields

T = -t> £__ Í5.14)

which represent (Faddeev and Shatashvilli . 1984) the gauge
_ vi /v

transformation generators on 2. . K* <\~ t v , UL> ~

^ * 1 ^ ^ and a 1- Form éjs<3jQu?
a' is related

to <V- ̂ a ^ a . »i«piy by éj- V*^ 1 J • *w i»
the basis \C»°'V #S 5 UJ T ^ on O-Forms, so that foe example
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with t^ 5 -Dy r^ . This states the invariance of JU

under gauge transformations. We can otherwise integrate by parts

to get

which repeats the result in (5.13), that the equation is

"orthogonal" tou.

The expressions Ua for gauge anomalies are components

of 1-Forms alongar in the basis ( W j ,

U= U. w**" (5.17)

Let us examine

where use was made of (5.7b). We recognize inside the brackets the

expression appearing in the Wess-Zumino consistency condition ,

which in this language becomes simply

b V - U . (5.19)
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Again, U must be locally an exact Form but only along Ç so

that TU is no Lagrangian. Notice that (5.19) does not state

an invariance of U under gauge transformations, as it does

for X i n (5.15). Let us consider as fields the analogous of

vector fields on ^ , say, objects like >] - Vj^T^ ,

or X ~ X — . Transformations on Forms will be given

by the Lie derivative

where ix is the interior product. For O-Forms, this reduces

to the last term . U, however, is a 1-Form and the first term

contributes also. The invariance of a Form W under a trans-

formation generated by the "Killing Field" X will be given by

I \JJ~ O (5'21)

X
Take for example an Euler Form E coming from a Lagrangian ,

£ - $ Ĵ  " > The commutativity between the Lie derivative and

the differential operator leads to

L (5.22,

This simple expression embodies a well known results the invariance

of Í, ( Lj X = O ) implies the invariance of E ( \_ £ = 0 ) ,

but not vice-versa. L y. t ~ w implies oniy the closed-

ness of L.- i^ , the equations may have symmetries which are

not in the Lagrangian (Okubo 1980 ) •
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Jts a final reaark concerning gauge fields* we have

already «sed in 15.12)

f *• * O-Fora, this «Masures to first order its change

under a transforaation given by the group eleaent <JV*)= «. v =

4 S ) ^ ^ ^^ ^ V ^ ^ • <5-23) nay

be pat in the fora

J (5.24)

A tezaionic £i«ld Twill tranator» according to f = € T >

(5.25)

Together with (5.7a), eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) express the BRS

transforaation (Stora 1983 j Baulieu 1984). provided the Maurer-

Cartan Fora U» is interpreted as the ghost field (Stora 1983;

beinaas and Olaussen 1982) and Slavnov's operator is interpreted

as 6W -
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6. CHIRAL FULPg

We shall finish with a few comments on pure chiral

fields , here undertood simply as the group-valued fields g (x)

we have already met above. The functional space is now the large

group Qf so that here O will be the 6 previously used.Mow,

C* is far from being a star-shaped space and the same is true of

the group 6. As far as possible, we must work with tensor fields

on the Lie algebra and their functional counterparts. We have

already met the Maurer-Cartan form u> z 4~ ÍL ̂  and its

corresponding Form vu - n o<K .A variation of the first is a

covariant derivative of the latter i

(6.1)

To obtain the Buler Form corresponding to the 2-derivative

contribution to the dynamics of chiral fields we start from the

usual Lagrangian;

(6.2)

from which

(6.3)

In terms of the fields g(x), '
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(6.4)

The presence of W inside the trace argument is very important,

as it is not evident in the usual equation

Notice furthermore that the variation was entirely Made in terns

of W and W , which are in starshaped spaces and not in

tars» of g(x). Consequently we can follow the inverse way: put

IS.4) in the for» f= "t*"(uy €«*/*") and only then use

(4.2) to get (6.2) back . This stay seem quite trivial here, but

it is instructive for the discussion of the S-aeson vertex below.

Before goint into it, let's only remark that the existence of a

Lagrangian for (6.4) is a consequence of functional Naursr-Cartan

equation (5.7). In effect.

= 0
The field equation we are going to examine is (Nitten

1983)

= O (6.6)
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We hav« already discussed the first tara. The natural extension

of (6.3) is the Buler For»

(6.7)

a For» "along" UJ , a point which is usually overlooked. To

find the Lagrangian for the second ter* we have to write it in

a holonoatic basis, while regaining in an affine space, we can

then use the group parameter field "*? (x), for which UJy, 9

'in tmxmm o £ w n i c h th* t t n is

The use of (4.2) or of the rule of thumb given in f 4 then

leads iasMdiately to

r -i- t

This has the 'or» of Kitten's Lagrangian.The local considerations

•ade here can only give the relative numerical factor between

the equation and the Lagrangian.
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We have shown , through many examples, the great unifying

power of exterior variation*! calculus in treating local aspects

of field theories. Recent years have witnessed an ever growing

interest in the topological properties of such theories. For

example, anomalies, BUS symmetry and other topics are now firmly

believed to be related to the cohomology of the field functional

spaces. Global properties of finite dimensional Manifolds,on the

other hand, are fairly understood and transparently presented

in the language of exterior differential forms. The complete

analogy of the infinite dimensional case suggests that the cal-

culus presented above is the natural language in which those

properties will come to be elucidated.
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